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 Publisher's Description The new star wars games for the ipad generator has a case of the shrewd casino nsw and the expansion
of army men to date not only performed a challenge that would become famous in the gaming industry, but also takes the

gaming industry into a new and exciting direction. army men v5 includes three new characters – the famous stormtrooper, darth
vader, and the second rise of the empire! the stormtrooper is a small and compact soldier that serves the empire in the army of
galactic federation. armed with a blaster rifle, lazer rifle, grenades, a battle droid, and a jetpack, the stormtrooper is capable of

performing a variety of missions ranging from the high and treacherous to the low-level actions on the ground. the darth vader is
the ultimate evil in the galaxy and is the result of a special and unique experiment in the arena of the galaxy. the result of an

ancient war with the empire, vader has gained the power and strength that would make him the most feared of the armies. vader
has been given command of an elite force of clone troopers and a sophisticated and powerful ship, the death star. vader's

ultimate goal is to lead the rebellion in an attempt to take control of the galaxy. another result of the army men game is the new
rise of the empire! the enemy of the empire is known as the return of the empire, a race of aliens that are invading the galaxy at
an alarming rate. the empire needs a secret weapon to destroy the return of the empire and protect the galaxy. in army men v5,

the return of the empire is given the most powerful and interesting vehicle ever to be produced by the army men army: the death
star. the return of the empire is also given a star wars scenario in army men v5, where the player must fight his way to the

command center of the empire in order to destroy the death star. army men v5 offers 15 army men and 5 new characters for
play! army men v5 is the latest installment of the army men series and takes the game to a whole new level. an army men game

that has never been played before! army men game the players take on the roles of the army men and use their army men to
fight their way through 15 different missions. army men game features 15 unique army men characters from the traditional

army men roster of characters. three new army men characters were added to the game. the stormtrooper, darth vader and the
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